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The reactivity of various iron carbonyl cations Fe(CO),,+ (n=l-5) with water has been
investigated in an early work by Foster and Beauchamp [1] [2]. They measured the rate
constants for the primary reactions of Fe(CO)„'f with water in a mixture of Fe(CO)s with HjO.
However, it is interesting to study separately the reactivity of the Fe(CO)n" ions on H2O to
obtain accurate information on the different ligand substitutions. Moreover, the energy
dependence of rate constants was investigated, as various Fe(CO)n

+/L systems studied in our
laboratory (L=methanol [3], dimelhylether [4]) were found to be strongly dependent on the
energy of the reacting ions.

Experimental device and data analysis:

It consists in three ICR cells which are differentially pumped. The first is used as an ion
source: the ions are generated by electron impact ionization upon Fe(CO)5, and are mass
selected. They are then transferred into the second cell, in which they can be relaxed either
radiatively or collisionally with Ar atoms, before going into the third cell (die reaction celt) in
which they react with water molecules during various times at a constant pressure. In the case
of Fe(CO)j*, a mixture of water with argon at different pressures in the third cell was studied
loo. Then, they are drifted back to the second cell in order to be mass detected, as an efficient
differential pumping ensures a pressure drop of a factor of 250 between the central cell and
the two adjacent cells. The drift energy of the ions remains negligible compared to thermal
energy, so that the primary reactions take place at thermal kinetic energy.

The intensity of each ion signal is normalized to the total ion signal and plotted as a
function of the reaction time. The reaction scheme is checked using selective ejection. The set
of experimental curves is globally analyzed using a "home-made" program: the so-called
KINET program. It enables to get the different rate constants along with their uncertainties as
well as to know whether the different rate constants are well determined or not.

Results:

In all the Fe(CO),,*/H;O systems (11= I-4), Itgand substitutions are the only reactions
observed. No reaction was observed in the Fe(CO)j*/H2O system under our experimental
conditions: 100 ms reaction time and 2.5 10"*TorrofHjO.

The different reactions along with the rate constants and uncertainties are reported in
Table 1. In the Fe(CO),," systems, the only reactions observed for n=l-2 are the successive
substitutions of one CO by one water molecule whereas for n=3-4, a second channel in which
two CO ligands are directly replaced by one H;O molecule is observed. In the latter case, the
Fe(H:O)„' (n=3-4) ion is never detected.

It is interesting to note that in the case of reaction (R), the rate constant measured for the
CO substitution on Fe(CO)(H:O)- is tnore than twice larger in the Fe(CO)i' system than in
the Fe(CO)if system. This significant difference can be attributed to the difference in the
average energy contents of the reading Fe((.'())(H:O)* ion, which is likely lower liir ions
arising from double substitution on Fc(CO): than from single substitution from Fe(CO);'. In
order to check and suuK the negative energy dependence of this reaction, the Fe(CO); -'H;O



system was investigated in the presence of different pressures of argon, allowing to partly
thermalize the intermediate FefCOXfyO)' ions.

Ion

Fe(CO)'

FttfCOV

Fe(CO}f

Fe(CO)/

Reaction

MCOy + H;O •> Fe(H2O)' + CO

Fe<CO)f + H2O -> Fe(COXH2O)+ + CO

Fe(COXH20)* + H2O -> Fe(H2O)/ + CO (R)

Fc{CO)3* + H2O -» Fe(CO)2(H2or + CO

Fc(COh' + H2O -> Fe(C0XH20)4 + 2CO

Fe(CO):(H2Or + H2O -> Fe(CO)(H2O)2' + CO

Fe(CO)(H:Or + H2O -» Fe(H2O)/ + CO (R)

Fc(CO),' + HjO -» Fe(CO)j(HiOr + CO

FtfCO)«* + H2O -» Fe(CO)2(U2O)+ + 2 CO

Fe(COh(HiO)*+ H:O -> FeCCOXH^O^* + CO

Fe(CO)j(H2O)T + H2O -> Fe(COMH2O)2* + CO

Fe(CC))3(H2C))* + H2O -> Fe(CO)(H2Ü)2" + 2 CO

Fe(CO):(l];O)2++ H3O -> Fe(CO)(H2OV + CO

Rale constant OO'1" cin^.s1)

12.0 ± 0.1

17.311.0

8.15 ±0.6

15.5 ±0.7

3.0 ±0.1

19.2 ±0.9

20.5 ±1.2

1J.S ± 0.5

3.3 ±0.2

18.311.3

10.1 ±0.5

2.0 ±0.2

83 ±4

Table 1: Successive reactions of Fe(CO)n* (n=l-4) with H3O. For the first substitution in the
Fc(CO)„+ system (n=3~4), the main channel is indicated in bold.

In Figure 1, the experimental dependence of the rate constant k as a function of the
number of collisions with Ar atoms (Nc) in the third cell is presented. Nc is the average
number of collisions (either with Ar or with H2O) encountered by a Ke(COXH;O)* ion before
the substitution reaction. It is evaluated as Nt = (k^A^PAr + kc(HjO)PH2oV(k Pmo), where PAc

is the argon pressure, P1120 is the water pressure and kt(Ar) and kc(H2O) are the capture rate
constants for the Fe(CO)(H2O)+/Ar and Fe(CX>)(H2O)*/H2O systems respectively, estimated
according to [5]. The experimental curve can be well fitted using cite following expression:

k] is the thermal rate constant, independent of the argon pressure, corresponding to a very
high number of collisions. This value has to be consistent with the experimental results
concerning the Fe(CO)j*/H:O system, k; corresponds to die substitution rate constant of
unthermalized Fc(CO)(ll:O)* ions directly arising from Fe(CO)2*. The parameter a is the
average relative energy loss of the ion for one collision. The k| value is set to
20.5 10'10 cm'.s'1, which is the subsiiiulion rate constant in the S:e(CO)i system. k2 and a are
the fitted parameters and are found equal to:

kl Ml 3.0 ±0.2) 10'" cm'.s1 and a - 0.020 !• 0.005

According to available thcmiochcmical data [6] [7], the Fe'-CO and Fe'-Olt binding
energies are very close to each other. Therefore there is a need of accurate experimental
determination of the thermochcmisir) of substitution. Work is in progress in order to study the
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Fe(H20)n
+/C0 systems for n=l and n=2, and to determine the relevant equilibrium constants

using a mixture of CO and HjO in the reaction cell.

Figure 1: Dependence of k, the rate constant (in 10'10 cm'.s"') of reaction (R) with the
average number of collisions Nc. The solid line is a fit corresponding to the expression
k(Nc) = 20.5 -13.0 exp(-0.02N,..)
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